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ABSTRACT 
A direct generalization of a convergence acceleration algorithm due to the author to infinite 
integrals i  presented, and is used to obtain an efficient method for numerical inversion of 
the Laplace transform. Some numerical examples are given and compared with results of 
methods due to Salzer and Longman. 
i. INTRODUCTION 
The determination of a function f(t 7 from its La- 
place transform 
oo  
F(p) =L  {f( t ) )  = f e "p t f ( t  7dt (1) 
O 
can be achieved by the Bromwich integral 
c+ioo 
f(t) - ~ j" eP t F (P) dp, (27 
- 21ri c-ioo 
where c is chosen so that F (p) is regular in the half 
phne Re (p)/> c. 
Substituting p = c + ix in (2) we have 
f(t) eC t co 
- 2 rr f eixt F (c + ix) dx, (3) 
- -OO 
and since generally F (c + ix) tends to zero no faster 
than x -tv for some constant a as x tends to + oo ,  
the Bromwich integral as it is is numerically in- 
efficient for the computation of f(t). One method 
to overcome this difficulty is to approximate the 
Bromwich integral by a Gaussian quadrature formula 
of the form (see [717 : 
N • Pk)  
f ( t )~ ' tS - lk~=lAk( -~)SF  (--T-- ---- fN, s(t7 
(47 
where s must be chosen so that pSF(p) is analytic 
and has no branch point at infinity, so we can write 
pSF(p7 = ~ akp-k k=o (57 
Tables of the abscissas Pk and the weights A k are 
given for s = 1 by Salzer [7, 8] and by Stroud and 
Secrest [11], and for other values of s by Krylov 
and Skoblya [2], Skoblya [10] and Piessens [5, 6]. 
The approximation (47 is very efficient when such a 
parameter s exists. Piessens also treats families of 
functions with types of singularities at infinity other 
than (57. 
Another way to overcome the computational difficult. 
ies of the Bromwich integral may be by using con- 
vergence acceleration methods for infinite integrals, 
such as the confluent e-algorithm due to Wynn [12] 
or the G-transformation of Gray, Atchison and 
McWilliams [1]. These methods are quite powerful 
and their application is independent of the behaviour 
of F (P7 at infinity, but they introduce some com- 
putational complexities uch as computation of high 
order derivatives of F (p) in the case of the e-algor- 
ithm, and of high order determinants in case of the 
G- transformation. 
Another convergence acceleration technique of in- 
finite integrals is presented here and is applied to 
the Bromwich integral. The resulting approximations 
to f(t 7 are fairly easy to compute and seem to be 
very efficient for the inversion of a wide class of 
Laplace transforms. 
2. The P-TRANSFORMATION - HEURISTIC 
MOTIVATION 
The e k transformation due to Shanks [9] of the 
m 
sequence of the partial sums A m = 1~ a i of an in- 
CO i=o  
finite series ~ a i is given by 
i=o 
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A n An+l  . - .  An+ k 
an+l  an+2 - - -  an+k+ 1 
an+2 an+3 - - .  an+k+ 2 
ek(An+ k) = 
an+k an+k+1" ' "  an+2k 
1 1 . . .  1 
an+l  an+2 . . .  an+k+1 
an+l  an+3 - . .  an+k+ 2 
an+k an+k+1" ' "  an+2k 
(6) 
For the purpose of accelerating the convergence of 
an infinite integral, f a(x)dx, an analogous trans- 
O 
formation, the G-transformation, was defined by 
Gray, Atchison and McWilliams [1] as 
A(t) A(t+At) . . . ACt+k~t) 
act ) a (t+At) . . . a(t+kAt)  
aCt+At ) a ( t+2At ) . . ,  a ( t+(k+l)At )  
aCt+(k-1)At) aCt+kAt ) . . ,  aCt+(2k-1)At ) 
(t),At) = 
1 I . . .  1 
a(t) a(t+At) . . .  a(t+kAt)  
aCt+At ) a(t+2At) . . . a(t +(k+ 1)At) 
a(t+(k-1)At) a ( t+kAt ) . . ,  a(t+(2k-1)At) 
(7) 
t 
where A(t) = faCx)dx.We see that the G-transformation 
O 
can be derived from the e k transformation simply by 
substituting An+ j by ACt +jAt)  and a n +j  by 
aCt+jAt ). The same procedure is now adapted to 
generalize the present author's t-transformation [3] 
to a new transformation of infinite integrals. 
The t-transformation for the above infinite series is 
defined by : 
k k~ An+j  .l~ ( -1 ) J ( (n+j )  k-1 j ,  1[  j=o  an+ j
Tkn = k 
y. (_1~ (~) (n+j)  k-1 1 
j=o  an+ j
(8) 
substituting here n +j  by t +jAt  we define the 1~. 
transformation for the infinite integral fa(x)dx as 
O 
k A (t +jAt) l~ (-1) j (j~ (t+jAt) k-1 
pk (t,lk) = j=o 
k (-1} (k)(t +jAt) k-x . 1 
j=o a(t +j--j~ 
(9) 
As it is for the G-transformation and its 'origin' the 
e k transformation, it is now expected that the P. 
transformation will turn out to he as efficient as the 
t-transformation. 
3. ANOTHER MOTIVATION TO THE P-TRANS. 
FORMATION 
Let us consider the case of a Fourier integral, 
f h (x) elWXdx, which in fact appears in the Brorn- 
O oo 
wich integral (3). By integrating f b (x)eit°Xdx 
o 
by parts k times we formally get 
fb (x )e iWXdx=[k~ 1(-1)j +1 b(J)(t) eiCOt]~ 
o j_-o (ico) j+ l  "t 
oo  
+ (-1) k f b(k)(x) eiCOXdx. 
t (iw) k 
(10) 
If we assume that b (x) has an asymptotic expansion 
for large x of the form 
b(x) ~ xao (flo + fll x-1 + f12 x-2 + "' ')  (11) 
with a o < 0, then, using (10), one can obtain an 
asymptotic expansion for f b (x)eiC°Xdx of the 
form : t 
-2 ~b(x)ek°Xdx.-.b(t)eiC°tc7 ° + 71 t-1 +72 t +...)' 
t (12) 
icox We aim to evaluate the integral f b (x)e dx = A, 
O 
t eiCOXdx, using its f'mite parts ACt ) = f b(x) and we 
O 
can do it simply by truncating the asymptotic ex- 
pansion (12) to order t-k;  
k-1  . 
A-A( t ) -  f b(x)eiC°Xdx ~.b(t)e icot .l~ 7jr -j. 
t j=o  
(13) 
If the coefficients flj of the asymptotic expansion (11) 
of b (x) are not known, we can still use the relation 
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in order to get a good (and generally better) 
~]fo~i .mat io  n to  A as fo l lows :  
a~y- 
we demand that the approximation P to A obey the 
relation (13) exactly for k + 1 equi-distant values 
oft : 
p-A(t + nat) 
b(t+nAt)eiCO(t+nAt ) k-1 3'j(t +nAt) q , 
"~ j=o  
n =0,1  ....  k. (14) 
This gives us k+l  linear equations for the k+l  un- 
knowns P, 7 o, 71 ..... ~/k-l' similar to the system 
of equations that defines the t-transformation [3], 
and the solution of this system for P is the above 
Pk (t, At) with a(t) = b (t) ei°~ t. 
4. THE P-TRANSFORMATION FOR THE BROM- 
WICH INTEGRAL 
The Bromwich integral (3) is in fact a Fourier 
integral 
GO 
e ct ]eiXt 
[~ +f  F(c +ix) dx, f ( t )_  2zr _oo o (15) 
and if F(p) is of the form (5) then certainly condi- 
tion (11) from the above section is satisfied, and 
this suggests application of the P-transformation. 
We shall see in the numerical examples below that 
the P-transformation is very efficient for other types 
of singularities of F (p) as well. 
Applying Pk (1, 1) to the one-sided integrals in (15) 
we get the approximation to f(t) 
k (_l~(j~(j+l)k_ 1 Ij+l(t)e - i ( j+l)t  
pk = e ct n Re {Jk° F(c +i ( j  + 1)) } 
j~ e - i ( j+ l ) t  
Z ( - l f i ( ( j+ l )  k-1 
j=o F(c+i( j+ 1)) 
(16) 
where l j+l( t  ) = A(j+I)  j -~leiXtF(c+ix)dx. 
~-~ O 
In practice these quantities Ij@l(t ) must be evaluat- 
ed by some integration procedure, and we have used 
a Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula with the ap- 
propriate number of abscissas to ensure 14 correct 
signi~cant figures. Anyway, the main advantage of 
Pk as an approximation which is independent of 
the parameters of the singularity of F(p) at infinity 
remains valid. 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
[Pk- f(t)[, of the Pkapproximation is compared 
with the absolute rror, [fN, s - f ( t ) [ ,  of the results 
of Piessens [6] with the Gaussian quadrature 
formula (4), for selected types ofbehaviour of Laplace 
transforms, and for selected values of t. 
Example 1 
F(p) (p2+ 1)-1/2 = ; f(t) = Jo( t ) .  
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 
IP14- f ( t ) l ,  c=0.1  
"" 2.0 x 10 -14 
1.2 x 10 -13 
1.9 x 10 -13 
5.0 x 10 -14 
"" 6.0 x 10 -14 
1f12,1 - f(t)[ 
"~ 1.5 x 10 -11 
"~ 2.7 x 10 -11 
"- 1.3 x 10 -11 
"" 2.7 x 10 -10 
6.7 x 10 -4 
Example 2 
F(p) p-1/2 exp (_p-1/2) = 
f (t) 1 oo -u 2 
(--4-C-) - - ~  foUeXp Jo (2X/u) du. 
1 
10 
00 
IP14- f(t)l, c =0.001 
2.6 x 10 -12 
"" 1.0 x 10 -15 
"" 4.3 x 10 -12 
[f12,0.5 - f(t)[ 
"~ 1.0 x 10 -15 
1.0 x 10 -14 
"" 4.1 x 10 -12 
Example 3 
F (p )_  pL°gp  ; f ( t )  =-s in ( t )  Si(t ) - cos ( t )C i ( t  ) 
p2+1 
In this example there is no value of s for which 
pSF(p) can be expanded in inverse powers of p, there 
fore, the simple Gaussian quadrature formula (4) is 
no longer efficient (R. Piessens gives a special treat- 
ment to function with a logarithmic behaviour at 
infinity), yet the Pk approximation appears to be 
very efficient :
0.1 i 
1.0! 
2.0i 
4.0 
IP18 - f(t)l, c = 1 
"" 0.9 x 10 -5 
"- 3.0 x 10 -12 
"- 1.0 x 10 -14 
"- 1.0 x 10 -14 
lf12,0.1 - f(t)l 
~" 4.4 x 10 -3 
"~ 3.7 x 10 -3 
"~ 3.4 x 10 -3 
3.6 x 10 -3 
In the first three examples the absolute rror, 
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Example 4 
1 exp ( -~P  ). 
F (p) = ~-  X/P q-1 
This function arises in problems of pulse propaga- 
tion in viscoelastic media, and the exact inverse, f(t), 
is not known. The results with the Pk approxima- 
tion are tabulated to the number of places of 
decimals warranted by the degree of convergence of
Pk' obtained by using values of k up to k =18, and 
are compared to those of Longman [14] who used 
rational approximations to F (p) and inverted them 
exactly. 
t 
0.1 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
P approximation 
0.02736 
0.3983863539 
0.65063156326 
0.788222320573 
0.8693662692091 
0.9187463162053 
~°ngman'sappr°ximati°n 1 0 . 0 3  
0.3985 
0.65063 
0.78822 
0.869367 
0.918746 
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